A wide range of membrane receptors signal through conformational changes, and the resulting protein conformational flexibility often hinders their structural studies. Because the determinants of membrane receptor conformational stability are still poorly understood, identifying a minimal set of perturbations stabilizing a membrane protein in a given conformation remains a major challenge in membrane protein structure determination. We present a novel approach integrating bioinformatics, computational design and experimental techniques that identifies and stabilizes metastable receptor regions. When applied to the beta1-adrenergic receptor, the method generated 13 novel receptor variants stabilized in the intended inactive state among which two exhibit an apparent thermostability higher than WT and M23 (a receptor variant previously stabilized by extensive scanning mutagenesis) by more than 30°C and 11°C, respectively. Targeted regions involve nonconserved unsatisfied polar residues or exhibit significant packing defects, features found in all class A G protein-coupled receptor structures. These findings suggest that natural G protein-coupled receptor sequences have evolved to be conformationally metastable through the design of suboptimal polar and van der Waals tertiary interactions. Given sufficiently accurate structural models, our approach should prove useful for designing stabilized variants of many uncharacterized membrane receptors.
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computational protein design | protein conformational stability | membrane protein modeling | signal transduction | synthetic biology M embrane proteins represent around 30% of currently sequenced genomes and are critical in the regulation of cell signaling and cell-cell communication (1, 2) . When dysfunctional, however, these proteins can be responsible for serious diseases and constitute more than 60% of current drug targets. Despite their abundance and functional importance, membrane proteins are largely underrepresented in the Protein Data Bank, mainly due to technical difficulties in studying these proteins. A large fraction of these proteins such as G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) transduces signals across membranes through conformational changes (3) (4) (5) (6) . The resulting protein conformational heterogeneity and flexibility is a major factor hindering crystallization. An additional obstacle to structural determination is the poor stability of membrane proteins in detergent solution required by traditional crystallization approaches (7, 8) .
In recent years, several approaches to stabilize membrane proteins have been explored (9) . These methods include development and optimization of solubilizing detergents (10), reconstitution of proteins into lipidic bicelles (11, 12) , cleavage of flexible protein regions (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , co-crystallization with stabilizing ligands, antibodies, and fusion with soluble proteins (e.g., T4 lysozyme) (13-15, 17, 19-23) . Several of these modifications, however, disrupt important functional regions and interactions with either natural ligands or downstream effectors (9) .
Mutations stabilizing membrane proteins have also been discovered using various methods. Directed molecular evolution, alanine, leucine scanning, or random mutagenesis approaches have identified stabilizing amino acid substitutions of numerous membrane proteins (7, (24) (25) (26) (27) . However, these approaches are both very time-consuming and limited in their ability to explore large sequence spaces. Typical libraries of random mutations are limited in size and allow exploring the sequence space for only a fraction of all the residues in large membrane receptors. Alanine scanning mutagenesis may be biased toward selecting surface residues, because single-point mutations in the interior of the receptor will most likely lead to packing defects. Scanning single substitutions at a time is unlikely to select novel stabilizing interaction networks involving multiple residues.
In contrast to water-soluble proteins, membrane proteins exist in a largely hydrophobic environment and, once inserted into the membrane, must complete the folding process in the absence of significant hydrophobic effect. Various studies of membrane protein stability have pointed to van der Waals (VDW) and hydrogen bond interactions as key factors contributing to folding and overall stability (28) (29) (30) . Polar substitutions are the most prevalent disease-associated transmembrane (TM) mutations (31) and can perturb both membrane protein structure and function through strong nonnative polar interactions. However, attempts to measure the contributions of hydrogen bonds in membrane protein stability have yielded conflicting results. While several studies have reported substantial contribution by hydrogen bonds in the dimerization of TM domains (30, 32, 33) , others indicate only modest stabilization by side-chain mediated polar interactions (34, 35) . These findings highlight the importance of the structural context in modulating the strength of polar interactions. In principle, by modeling protein structures at atomic resolution, computational structure-based design techniques can predict the energetics of hydrogen bonding and VDW interactions and engineer stabilizing mutations. However, such techniques have only been developed to design simple hydrophobic or cofactor-bound TM peptides (36-38) so far and have never been applied to large polytopic membrane proteins (28, (39) (40) (41) .
To address these limitations, we have developed a novel computational/experimental approach, which identifies metastable regions and designs stabilizing mutations in large membrane receptors. As a stringent proof of concept, we have applied our method to stabilize the WT beta1-adrenergic receptor (B1AR-WT) and a variant (B1AR-M23) previously thermostabilized by extensive scanning mutagenesis (26) . Sequence/structure analysis of all class A GPCRs suggests that GPCR sequences have evolved to occupy metastable conformations.
Results
In this section, we describe the rationale and validation of a novel computational/experimental approach developed to identify and stabilize metastable regions in large multi-pass membrane proteins.
Rationale. Many membrane receptors function through conformational changes induced by the transient binding of small ligands providing limited binding energy to shift conformational energy landscapes. Therefore, we hypothesize that natural sequences of such receptors have evolved to occupy multiple relatively isoenergetic metastable conformations in the resting state (Fig. 1) . If this hypothesis is valid, physical interactions stabilizing each receptor conformation should be suboptimal and substitutions that stabilize specific conformations may be readily identified. The availability of a significant number of GPCR structures allowed us to seek sequence/structure correlations and general molecular determinants of conformational metastability across the class A GPCR family. Our present study focuses on suboptimal hydrogen bonds and van der Waals tertiary interactions, which represent two of the main physical forces stabilizing membrane protein structures (28, 29, 40, 41) .
Prediction of Putative Metastable Regions in B1AR. Nonconserved unsatisfied polar residues. To avoid disrupting any polar interactions playing universal structural and functional role in GPCRs, we selected residues exhibiting low sequence conservation in the entire class A GPCR family. Multiple sequence alignments across a representative sample of 270 Class A GPCRs (42) were analyzed to identify nonconserved polar residues in the transmembrane region (i.e., found in less than 20% of the representative Class A GPCRs). The B1AR crystal structure (18) was then analyzed to select among these nonconserved sites unsatisfied polar residues-i.e., not significantly stabilized by hydrogen bonds or electrostatic interactions (SI Methods). Excluding residues that potentially contact ligands, six polar residues satisfying these constraints were found in B1AR (Table S1 and Fig. S1 ). Of these nonconserved polar residues, two are specific to the beta-adrenergic receptor subfamily (E3.41, T3.42), whereas the others are found across multiple subfamilies but are represented in less than 20% of Class A GPCRs (Figs. S1-S3).
Regions exhibiting packing defects. The RosettaHoles software (43) and the directional atomic contact analysis method (44) (SI Methods) were used to quantitatively measure packing scores of each residue in the receptor structure. Packing defects were mainly found in three partially buried regions involving the following transmembrane helix (TMH) interfaces: TM2/3 including residue T3.42, TM4/5 including residue V4.56, TM5/6 including residues G6.42 and T6.45, and the cytoplasmic side of TM2/6/7 (Figs. S4 and S5).
Computational Selection of Stabilizing Substitutions. The nonconserved unsatisfied polar and poorly packed metastable sites identified as described above served as starting points for designing conformational stability improvements. The four molecules present in the asymmetric unit of the crystal of the inactive-state B1AR-M23 (18) were used to generate four monomeric starting conformations of the receptor. The design mode of RosettaMembrane (SI Methods) (45) was applied to predict mutations that decrease the energy of the inactive B1AR structure (Fig. 2) . Three to eight positions were typically redesigned around each predicted metastable site allowing all possible 20 amino acids at each designable position (SI Methods). Designed solutions were screened for false positives using two criteria: (i) Mutations exhibiting minimal decrease in energy were systematically reverted to wild-type amino acids; (ii) designed solutions exhibiting pathological features (such as disruption of native interactions) and packing defects (43) (Table 1) . Selected variants were validated experimentally by determining their melting temperature (Tm) under saturating concentration of antagonist to assess their apparent conformational stability in the inactive state (Fig. 2 ).
Stabilizing Designs Target Nonconserved Polar Residues and Packing
Defects. All designs targeting nonconserved polar residues in the receptor core (E3.41L, T3.37S/E3.41Y, T3.42I, G6.42L/T6.45I; Fig. 3 ) led to a significant increase in stability (2-6°C increase over B1AR-M23) (Table 1 ). Conversely, designs that modified conserved polar residues (S2.45A.T3.42I.W4.50L) led to a decrease in apparent Tm (ΔTm ¼ −6°C versus B1AR-M23) ( Table 1 ). Designs that improved the packing in the receptor core (V4.56L, T3.42I, G6.42L/T6.45I; Fig. 3 ) also resulted in significant increases in apparent Tm (2-3°C increase over B1AR-M23). These variants all exhibited an increased local packing score (þ0.08, þ0.05, and þ0.11, respectively) compared to B1AR-M23.
Both Local Regions Buried in the Receptor Core or Exposed at the Receptor Surface Can Be Stabilized. In addition to designs targeting residues buried in the receptor core, we attempted to stabilize the receptor by targeting surface-exposed positions. Our method identified a few nonconserved unsatisfied surface-exposed cysteine and threonine residues (i.e., C2.48, C4.47, and T4.48). Redesigning local regions around these sites led to two variants: C4.47L.T4.48L significantly stabilized compared to B1AR-M23 (ΔTm ¼ þ4°C) and C2.48I as stable as B1AR-M23 (Table 1) . As a control, these sites were also substituted to alanine, and the corresponding mutants were all destabilized compared to B1AR-M23 (C4.47A.T4.48A: ΔTm ¼ −1°C; C2.48A: ΔTm ¼ −6°C). These results suggest that RosettaMembrane can also select novel stabilizing physical interactions at the receptor surface. The improved stability observed in C2.48I and C4.47L.T4.48L were predicted to come mainly from (i) an increase in Van der Waals interactions resulting from additional atomic contacts provided by the larger hydrophobic residues substituting the small polar natives (a few atoms at each of the redesigned sites become buried upon mutation) and (ii) an improved solvation in the hydrophobic core of the membrane due to mutations of polar to hydrophobic residues. Fig. 4) . Additionally, M23-5m (M23 +E3.41L.S4.53A.V4.56L.G6.42L.T6.45I) displayed similar increase in apparent thermostability (Tm ¼ 62.8 AE 0.8°C) ( Table 1 and Fig. 4) . (Middle, green) Structural analysis is first performed to (i) select unsatisfied among nonconserved polar residues (i.e., nonstabilized by hydrogen bond or electrostatic interactions) and (ii) identify local regions with packing defects. RosettaMembrane is then used to redesign these target regions to identify amino-acid substitutions minimizing the energy of the inactive B1AR structure (middle inset). Designs are subsequently refined and filtered for false positives (SI Methods). (Bottom, blue) Rapid experimental validation using analytical radioligand binding assays determines the apparent melting temperature (Tm) of selected receptor variants. The results are fed back into the design process for subsequent rounds of computational design combining and accommodating locally stabilized regions. The variants resulting in the highest apparent conformational stability are purified to accurately measure their apparent Tm and to assess their conformational stabilization using agonist-antagonist competition binding assays. nist, indicating that the variants were stabilized in the intended inactive conformation.
Stabilization of B1AR-WT in the Inactive State. In addition to further stabilizing the B1AR-M23 variant, we tested the ability of our technique to identify mutations that preferentially stabilize the receptor inactive state starting from the structurally uncharacterized WT sequence. According to its relatively high affinity for agonist (low EC50 of 389 nM) and constitutive activity (46), the WT receptor, unlike the M23 variant, has a significant propensity to occupy the active state. We first modeled the WTreceptor from the M23 X-ray structure and performed in silico mutagenesis using the design mode of RosettaMembrane described in this study. Designed stabilizing mutations were identified among which several were similar to those selected in the M23 background. We selected and tested two variants, WT-5m and WT7m (where 5 m and 7 m correspond to the same mutations than in the M23-5m and M23-7m variants). WT-5m and WT-7m variants both exhibited the intended increase in apparent thermostability (ΔTm of 8.3°C and 5.6°C compared to WT; Fig. 4 ) and the intended loss in agonist affinity (EC50 of 154 μM and 81 μM versus 389 nM for WT; Fig. 5 ). The new variants designed in the WT background indicate that the method can not only stabilize a native receptor sequence but also modulate its pharmacological properties.
Prediction of Experimentally Selected Stabilizing Mutations in GPCRs.
In addition to designing novel stabilizing mutations, the method could also predict the thermostabilizing effects of 70% (14 among (48)] and structural analysis were performed on Class A GPCRs for which structures are available (bovine rhodopsin, squid rhodopsin, B1AR, B2AR, A2AR, CXCR4, D3DR, H1HR, and M2AR) (SI Methods).
As shown in Table S1 , around 30% of all polar residues present in the TM regions and not involved in ligand binding are conserved in less than 20% class A GPCRs (SI Methods). Among these, around 90% (an average of 6 residues per GPCR) are unsatisfied (i.e., stabilized by less than 0.2 kcal∕mol in hydrogen bond energy). Evolutionary trace analysis (48) revealed that a majority of these residues have specific locations and encode distinct physical interactions in each GPCR subfamily (SI Methods and Figs. S1-S3). Partially buried locations of these nonconserved polar residues cluster at the following TM interfaces: bovine rhodopsin (TM1/7, TM3/4/5), squid rhodopsin (TM2/3/4, 51.1 ± 1.4 −0.6 na Apparent melting temperatures (Tms) of B1AR variants were determined by monitoring antagonist binding to detergent solubilized receptor incubated at increasing temperatures. Assays were performed as described in SI Methods. Designed variants are categorized (as depicted by horizontal spaces) into (i) initial designs optimizing local regions in B1AR M23 exhibiting unsatisfied, non-conserved polar residues or packing defects, (ii) subsequent combinations of redesigned local regions in B1AR M23 to achieve maximal stabilization, (iii) combinations of redesigned local regions in B1AR WT to achieve maximal stabilization, (iv) designs targeting conserved polar residues (i.e., S2.45, W4.50) along with alanine substitution at surface exposed sites in category 1 (i.e., C2.48, C4.47, T4.48) were negative controls that result in destabilization. Results are reported as mean AE standard error with N ¼ 4. TM1/2/7, TM6/7), B1AR (TM3/4/5, TM5/6), B2AR (TM3/4/5, TM5/6, TM6/7), A2AR (TM2/3/4, TM3/5, TM1/7), CXCR4 (TM2/3/4, TM5/6, TM2/7), D3DR (TM2/3/4, TM3/5, TM5/6), HH1R (TM2/3/4 TM3/5, TM5/6, TM1/7), M2AR (TM2/3/4, TM3/4/5, TM5/6, TM6/7, TM1/2/7).
In class A GPCR structures, packing defects were found in diversely located partially buried regions involving the following TMH interfaces (Figs. S4 and S5 ): bovine rhodopsin (TM2/3/4, TM3/4/5, TM2/6, TM1/7, TM6/7), squid rhodopsin (TM2/4, TM3/4/5, TM5/6, TM2/6/7), B2AR (TM3/4, TM4/5, TM6/7, TM2/6/7), A2AR (TM2/3/4, TM3/4/5, TM3/6/7), CXCR4 (TM2/ 3, TM4/5, TM5/6, TM6/7, TM3/6), D3DR (TM3/4/5, TM3/5/6), HH1R (TM2/3/4, TM3/4/5, TM3/5/6, TM6/7), M2AR (TM2/3/4, TM3/5/6, TM6/7).
This analysis indicates that polar and packing determinants for metastability are distributed in distinct local regions among class A GPCRs.
Discussion
We have developed a novel integrated computational/experimental method to uncover the atom-level determinants governing membrane receptor conformational stability and to rationally design conformationally stabilized receptor variants (Fig. 2) . To stringently test our method, we targeted B1AR, a GPCR for which the M23 variant had been previously thermostabilized by extensive scanning mutagenesis (26) . We identified several putative metastable regions characterized by nonconserved sequence motifs establishing suboptimal polar and VDW tertiary interactions (Fig. 3 ). Mutations were designed at these sites to generate 13 novel B1AR variants stabilized in the intended inactive conformation (Table 1) . By combining multiple locally stabilized regions, two hyperstabilized variants were generated exhibiting an apparent melting temperature (Tm) higher than that of WT and M23 by up to 30.7°C and 11.4°C, respectively (Fig. 4 and Table 1 ). Mutations designed in the WT receptor background induced an up to 396-fold loss in agonist affinity, indicating that the method can modulate the pharmacological properties of WT receptor sequences (Fig. 5) . In addition to designing novel stabilizing mutations, the method was able to predict the thermostabilizing effects of 70% of the substitutions previously identified by experimental scanning mutagenesis to generate the stabilized B1AR-M23 (26) and A2AR Rant receptor variants (47) (Fig. S6) . Bioinformatics and structural analysis on all available class A GPCR sequences and structures revealed the recurrent presence and subfamily/member specific location of metastable motifs.
A number of empirical and time-consuming approaches have been explored in the past to stabilize membrane receptors. However, because of the lack of rational and limited ability to explore large sequence spaces, these studies have provided limited insights into the determinants of conformational stability and moderate stabilization of membrane receptors. We report here an integrated computational/experimental approach to uncover the sequence/structure/energetic relationships governing the conformational stability of large membrane receptors and to rationally design hyperstable receptors (Fig. 2) . Our computational design technique allows the exploration of large sequence spaces and the selection of multiple substitutions at a time, as highlighted by the identification of novel stabilizing physical interaction networks in the receptor core (e.g., T3.37S.E3.41Y.S4.53A, G6.42L.T6.45I, E3.41L.S4.53A; Table 1 ). The energy function models membrane protein atom-level interactions explicitly and lipid-protein interactions implicitly allowing for the fast and accurate selection of stabilizing motifs at specific location in the membrane. As highlighted by the E3.41Y substitution, polar residues are selected only if they can form optimized polar interactions compensating for the substantial desolvation cost of burying these residues in the hydrophobic core of the membrane. As a striking validation of our predictions for metastable motifs, all local regions bearing partially buried nonconserved unsatisfied polar residues or exhibiting packing defects were stabilized with a minimal number of substitutions. All substitutions in these regions predicted to be stabilizing were successfully cross-validated experimentally (Table 1) . As a negative control, targeting conserved polar residues (e.g., S2.45, W4.50) strongly destabilized the receptor and led to uncooperative unfolding (Table 1) . Stabilizing the receptor through the redesign of surface-exposed regions proved also quite successful. Attempts focused on exposed nonconserved and unsatisfied cysteine or threonine residues that led to receptor variants either significantly stabilized or as stable as the B1AR-M23 variant (Table 1) . By contrast, simple alanine substitutions of these residues performed as a control led to significant decrease in stability compared to B1AR-M23 ( Table 1 ). These results indicate that RosettaMembrane can design stabilizing physical interactions not only in the core but also at the surface of the receptor. Overall, the ability to generate several B1AR variants stabilized in the inactive state by up to 30.7°C compared to WT strongly suggest that naturally evolved GPCR sequences are far from optimal for conformational stability.
In absence of hydrophobic effect in the lipid membrane, the forces stabilizing membrane proteins are dominated by shortrange van der Waals, hydrogen-bond, and longer range electrostatic interactions. In an elegant study (34), Bowie and coworkers found that the contribution of eight hydrogen bonds to the stability of Bacteriorhodopsin range from 0.2 to 1.8 kcal∕mol with an average of 0.6 kcal∕mol. While this study suggests that polar interactions are not always highly optimized in membrane proteins, Bacteriorhodopsin is a relatively stable prokaryotic membrane protein (49) , for which substantial conformational changes upon function have not been consistently observed (50) , and the targeted residues were conserved and functionally important. In our study, we instead sought to uncover general determinants governing the conformational regulation of eukaryotic membrane receptor signaling. We specifically focused on nonconserved sequence/structure motifs unlikely to be involved in important conserved structural or functional properties. Strikingly, around 90% of non-conserved polar residues in structurally characterized GPCRs were found unsatisfied (stabilized by less than 0.2 kcal∕mol) (Table S1 ). Numerous packing defects were also found in all GPCR structures. These findings strongly suggest that the design of suboptimal tertiary VDW and polar interactions is a general mechanism encoding metastability in naturally evolved GPCRs. Combination of evolutionary-trace and structural analysis reveal that many metastable motifs are conserved at the subfamily level and distributed in local regions that are specific to each receptor member or subfamily (Figs. S1-S5 ). These observations suggest the existence of a functional selectivity in the distribution of metastable motifs. As class A GPCRs can be activated by a large diversity of molecules, ranging from small ligands to small proteins, the need for conformational metastability to direct effective signaling may differ depending on the binding energy provided by each specific molecule. By promoting local flexibility, metastable regions may trigger conformational changes and allosteric paths specific to each member or subfamily, thereby encoding functional selectivity. A predictive model of how such metastable motifs affect the conformational energy landscape and signaling of a given receptor will require the modeling of the receptor structure and predicting its energy in diverse conformational states. Accordingly, reengineering the conformational regulation of receptor function will likely involve the simultaneous modeling of such conformational states within a multistate design framework.
Our ability to generate several variants significantly more stabilized than the M23 variant identified by extensive scanning mutagenesis demonstrates the power of our structure-based design technique in identifying novel stabilizing interactions in large membrane receptors. By targeting nonconserved metastable sites only and filtering out any false positives, our approach selects a minimal number of stabilizing mutations and is unlikely to disrupt major functional determinants of the receptors, which constitute a major advantage over empirical approaches. Many applications such as the design of receptors with reprogrammed signaling properties, the thermostabilization of membrane-embedded scaffolds or molecular sensors will benefit from our rational design technique. As the success of structure-based design approaches partly relies on the accuracy of starting structural models, combining novel improved homology modeling techniques of membrane protein structures (51, 52) and design techniques may allow for rationally engineering stabilized variants of many uncharacterized receptors.
Materials and Methods
Detailed description of materials and methods is given in SI Methods.
